There are countless prescribing laws across the United States that are affecting the prescription claims process. From the independent authority to prescribe, to the growing restrictions on prescribing controlled substances, the rules are becoming more complex at the federal and state level.

With so much potential for change and increased scrutiny from regulators, third parties and the media, it has become a costly operational challenge to maintain a reliable system that incorporates ever-changing information about prescribers and the regulations that affect your business.

The regulatory environment and variations across prescribers, specialties and state boards have made validating a prescription a huge operational risk. That's why LexisNexis® engineered VerifyRx™ to perform real-time compliance checks on all prescription transactions before they are dispensed and transmitted to payers, helping pharmacy chains reduce regulatory risk and increase the percentage of paid prescription claims.
Real-time big data and analytics platform

VerifyRx processes millions of transactions per day, leveraging the power of the LexisNexis HPCC® Systems proprietary supercomputing platform for big data and analytics that enables fast and accurate access to vital intelligence. HPCC Systems automatically updates reference information such as provider enrollment, DEA and state data (when available), Office of the Inspector General (OIG) sanctions and taxonomy. In addition, HPCC Systems allows for seamless integration with adjudication platforms and eliminates latency introduced with file delivery systems.

**Instant audit defense**
- All transaction data and configuration changes logged in real-time
- Traceability to federal and state source data for each transaction
- Monitoring and reporting of compliance performance

**Reliable framework – HPCC® Systems**
- Industry leading technologies, leveraging widely accepted open-source infrastructure
- Sub-second response times enabling near real-time input
- High availability architecture
- Fully scalable environment

**Highly configurable to meet legal, compliance and business needs**
- Support of both federal and state drug scheduling
- Federal and state sanctions data
- DEA and state license status
- Grace period allowance
- Configure reject, warn or capture responses by check

**Access to the timeliest data available**
- Daily updates to DEA and state data (when available) compared to the standard weekly NTIS file
Audit defense

Users can easily look up a prescriber being audited and instantly drill down into specific transactions, complete with details at the federal and state level. VerifyRx can quickly trace credential data and historical values for rapid research and resolution thus reducing the risk of costly fines and reputation damage.

Configuration at the federal, state and custom level

- Prescriptive authority
- Sanctions data
- DEA and state license status
- Grace period allowance
- Reject, warn or capture messaging for over 50 checks

Administrative reporting and monitoring

VerifyRx has powerful reporting capabilities that are highly configurable so clients can look at specific criteria in their efforts to reduce risk across store locations.
Empowering the leading national pharmacy chains and PBMs

Designed especially for pharmacy and PBM, VerifyRx has become a widely used and vital component of compliance risk mitigation strategies. The VerifyRx solution has been designed from the ground up to be a highly configurable and responsive compliance-based validation solution that identifies potential claims submission errors prior to dispensing.

To learn more call 866.396.7703 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/products/verifyrx

About LexisNexis® Risk Solutions

At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta USA, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group plc, a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com.

Our healthcare solutions combine proprietary analytics, science and technology with the industry’s leading sources of provider, member, claims and public records information to improve cost savings, health outcomes, data quality, compliance and exposure to fraud, waste and abuse.